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All patent attorneys are frequently called upon to de
cide whether a certain device infringes a given patent.
In nearly every case, the retort is made that the question
of infringement can not be settled until a study of the
file wrapper of the patent has been made. The author,
being a newcomer to the profession, has wondered exactly
how much the file wrapper limits the claims and whether
there are definite rules by which the true scope of claims
cafl he established from the file wrapper.
Necessarily, all of these rules, or limitations to the
allowed claims, arise from estoppel because the file wrapf)^r only shows what the patentee tried, and failed, to
fefictite in his patent, or what he surrendered in order to
obtain a patent. Thus the attotney apparently must
determine in his own opinion, what the patentee is
estopped from claiming as being covered by his patent in
order to settle the question of infringement.
Estoppel has been defined as being
the preclusion of a person from asserting a fact by previous
conduct, inconsistent therewith, on his own part, or the part
of those under whom he claims.
Let us see how far the courts go in applying such estoppel
t(3 a patentee who attempts to broaden a patent by ignor
ing his previous admissions or recissions relative thereto.
One Supreme Court rule regarding patentees’ estoppel
is found in Knapp v. Morss, 150 U. S. 221. Here in an
infringement suit the interpretation, or scope, of the
claims in controversy was the determining factor as to
whether or not infringement existed. When the applica
tion was pending in the Patent Office, it appears that the
♦Patent Attorney, Pittsburgh, Pa. Paper read before the Patent Law
Association of Pittsburgh on Dec. 2, 1937.

broad claims were rejected and only specific claim!:! al
lowed. Now the patentee is attempting to enlarge the
scope of his patent and the court said:
the second claim must be read and interpreted with reference
to the rejected claims and to the prior state of the art, and can
not be so construed as to coyer either what was rejected by
the Patent Office, or disclosed by prior devices.

Another leading Supreme Court case on a slightly dif
ferent point is that of Hubhell v. United States, 179 U. S.
77, in which the United States was being sued for in
fringement of a patent. The claims of the patent had
been amended and narrowed in the Patent Office in order
to secure their allowance and the court said:
An examination of the history of the appellant’s claim, * * *
shows that, in order to get his patent, he was compelled to
accept one with a narrower claim than that contained in his
original application; and it is well settled that the claim as
allowed must be read and interpreted with reference to the
rejected claim and to the prior state of the art, and can not be
so construed as to cover either what was rejected by the
Patent Office or disclosed by prior devices.

after the narrow claims had been rejected. In upholding
the patent, the court said:
It is of no moment that in the course of the proceedings in the
Patent Office the rejection of narrow claims was followed by
the allowance of the broader claim.

However, the early Supreme Court case of Morgan Enrvelope Co. v. Albany Perforated Wrapping Paper Co.,
152 U. S. 425, was not referred to in the Smith case, and
the Morgan case held that the patentee was estopped to
claim a construction of his granted broad claim equiva
lent to that of his previously presented narrow claim,
which had been rejected.
Another important factor in construing the scope of
claims is the argument presented by the solicitor in order
to obtain allowance of claims when the claims are not
amended. Or, in other words, where allowance obviously
is due to the solicitor’s arguments. As this phase of
estoppel is of particular interest to the author and is
thought to be of considerable importance to all patent
attorneys, we will closely examine the holdings of the
various courts on this point.
In Goodyear Dented Vulcanite Co. v. Davis, 102 U. S.
222, the Supreme Court was dealing with an infringement
question and, as usual, the interpretation of the involved
claims was the determining factor as to whether infringe
ment existed. The claims appeared to be somewhat am
biguous and the court was deciding whether it should
limit the claims by the changes made in applicant’s speci
fication and claims and by the statements made by the
attorneys for the appplicant in order to obtain the patent.
In deciding the case, the court said:

The foregoing cases appear to define the law in the
Supreme Court as to claims which were amended or nar
rowed in the course of their passage through the Patent
Office and are closely followed by the lower courts. Thus
when an applicant actually amends, or rewrites, his
claims due to cited references the courts seem to agree
that he then is estopped from stating that the amended,
or rewritten, claim is equivalent to the original claim.
In the recent case of Smith v. Snow, 294 U. S. 1, the
Supreme Court has apparently departed from closely ad
hering to the doctrine of estoppel, for in this case the
patentee enlarged the scope of his claims while they were
in the Patent Office. The broad claims were presented

This construction of the patent is confirmed by the avowed
understanding of the patentee, expressed by him, or on his be-
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half, <vvhen his application for the original patent was pending,
We do not mean to be understood as asserting that any cprr^spondence between the applicant for a patent and the Commis
sioner of Patents can be allowed to enlarge, dimmish or vary
the language of a patent afterwards issued. Undoubtedly, a
patent, like any other written instrument, is to be interpreted
by its own terms. But when a patent bears on its face a par
ticular construction, inasmuch as the specification and claiin
are in the words of the patentee, it is reasonable to hold that
such a construction may be confirmed by what the patentee
said when he was making his application. The understanding
of a party to a contract has always been regarded as of some
importance in its interpretation.
i

Then the conrt went into the file wrapper and found that
the patent was entitled to but a narrow construction so
that infringement did not exist. This decision hq.s been
cited on numerous occasions and is a leading case on the
subject of the effect of prior negotiations on a patent.
I t also expresses the Supreme Court rule on attorney s
arguments, which rule, generally stated, is that the argu
ments do not enlarge, diminish or vary the language of a
patent but only may confirm the meaning of such lan
guage. However, the author takes the liberty of question
ing whether this definition of the law agrees with the con
tract l^w of today. That is, should the patentee’s
construction of his patent as evidenced by the file wrap
per only coufirm the patent’s construction, or be of im
portance when the patent is ambigupus?
It will be noted that the court in the Goodyear case
dealt with a patent as if it were a written instrument in
determining the effect of the parties’ prior negotiations.
Turning to the law as it is today, we find that in
“ Bestatement of the Law—Contracts” a somewhat dif
ferent view of prior negotiations between the parties to
a contract is taken than in the Goodyear case. This text
states (Sec. ?42):
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Prior negotiations between parties to an integrated agree
ment, whether the negotiations relate to that agreement or to
another, are admissible to show that the agreement has any
meaning which is not impossible under the standard stated in
Sec. 230, though that meaning would not otherwise have been
given to the agreement.

The standard referred to states that the prior negotia
tions are admissible except where they produce an
ambiguous result, or where they are excluded by a rule
of law establishing a definite meaning. Thus Contracts—
Eestatement finds that prior negotiations to a written
agreement are admissible to show that such agreement
has a certain meaning even though that meaning would
not otherwise be given thereto. So it would appear that
prior written statements by one party to the patent, i.e.,
the patentee through his solicitor, should be admissible
to determine the trup scope of the final contract arrived
at between the involved parties.
Now the decisions in the various courts as to prior
negotiations, viz., the solicitors’ arguments, will be
examined to see if they conform to the foregoing defini
tion of estoppel and to the general rule on admission of
prior negotiations, as stated in Contracts—Eestatement.
In a recent case. Keystone Driller Co. v. Northwest
Engineering Corporation, 294 U. S. 42, the Supreme
Court indicated that it still would not estop the patentee
by his solicitor’s arguments. Here the involved claims
had been construed by patentee’s solicitor and differen
tiated from references while they were pending before
the Patent Office so as to secure their allowance. The
court went to such construction in determining the scope
of the claims, but said relative thereto:
We do not attribute the force of an estoppel to what was
said by the claimant in seeking to avoid the prior art cited
against his broad claims.
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Then the court went on to find that the patentee’s claTma
had been limited by amendment in the Patent Office
whereby their scope definitely was narrowed.
Turning now to the individual circuit courts, we find
that the Second Circuit Court of Appeals has established
a strict rule on the subject of solicitors ’ arguments.
In refusing to look at the file wrapper of the patent in
suit in Westinghouse v. Condit Electrical Mfg. Co.,
Fed. 427, (C.C.A. 2,) because it had already found the
patent invalid and because it could not see the bearing the
file wrapper had on the instant suit, the court said (p.
430):
Thus a patentee who, in order to avoid a rejection of his
application, inserts limitations in his claims is estopped from
contending that the patent as issued should be construed as if
such limitations had not been made. But, as a general rule, the
interpretation to be placed upon the claims and specification
of a patent is to be determined from the language of the grant,
and the proceedings in the Patent Office are quite immaterial.
Such is the situation in the present case. Original claims were
rejected in the Patent Office. Thereupon the applicants, in
stead of limiting their claims, substituted broader ones which
were accepted. Presumably the examiner changed his mind.
But whatever be the explanation of his position, nothing what
ever is shown to work an estoppel against the patentees. In
stead of surrendering something which they now claim to ob
tain that which was allowed, they claimed something more and
got it.

In Auto Pneumatic Action Co. v. Kindler et al, 247 Fed.
323, (C.C.A. 2), tbe court directly refused to construe
claims in an infringement suit as the patentee had done in
order to secure his patent. Such a construction appar
ently would have limited the claims so that they would
have not been infringed but the court foxmd infringement
to exist. While stating that patents are subject to inter
pretation in view of the prior negotiations therefor, the
court found that solicitor’s arguments did not come un
der this rule, stating (p. 328);
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know there is no decision which goes further than
to hold that, where the applicant has assented to changes in a
claim upon a reference in the Patent Office, he may not, by
subsequent construction, resort to the elements which he has
thus abandoned. We are far from being willing to establish a
rule that arguments made in the Patent Office by the applicant
to the examiner are to be taken as a measure of his patent We
read the claims as they are written, like the language of any
other formal statement drawn up as the final memorial of the
parties intentions, and we decline to consider what was said
arguendo during the passage of the case through the Patent
Uthce, or any other of the preliminary negotiations which the
patent itself was intended to subsume.

A recent case reaffirming this rule is that of Catalin
Corporation v. CatalasuH Manufacturing Componu 79
F (2d) 593 (C.C.A. 2), which states:
we have often said that we would not look at the arguments
used by solicitors to the Examiners.............. we have steadily
refused to look further than to learn this: whether a patentee
who seeks^ to disavow an element of his claim, was forced to
introduce it in order to avoid rejection.

Even though the rule can be said to be definitely estab
lished in the Second Circuit Courts that they will not
look to the arguments of solicitors even though such ar
guments accompany changes in the claims, we find vari
ous decisions in that circuit inconsistent with the general
rule. For instance, in Superior Skylight Company v.
Zerhe Construction Company, 5 F (2d) 982 (D.C., E.D.
E.Y.), the court considers the arguments in determining
the patent’s scope and seems to follow the Supreme
Court rule, saying:
If, however, the patent bears on its face a particular construc
tion, the argument made before the Patent Office may confirm
that construction.

The same Second Circuit District Court goes so far as
to limit claims in view of Patent Office arguments, in
United Metal Box Company v. Cole Electric Products
46 F (2d) 475, (D.C., E.D. N.T.), in which the court said:
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It
clear that when claims have been allowed in view of
arguments as to certain limiting features of the claim, those
claims must be construed on the basis of such restrictions.

In another instance, Dugan v. Ford Instrument Com
pany, 15 F. Supp. 442, (E.D. N.Y.), this District Conrt
states:
* * * it is * * * well established in this circuit that the argu
ments of solicitors are not competent to restrict a patentee
except where the argument advanced is to overcome a cited
reference.

That is, the court says arguments limit claims, if adyanced to overcome references. This is exactly opposed
to the general rule in the Second Circuit Court of Ap
peals as expressed in the Catalin case, for it is difficult,
if not impossible, to conceive of a case where arguments
should limit claims, if not advanced to overcome a refer
ence. In the Dugan case the court directly held the argu
ments of the patentee, who was skilled in patent matters
and who prosecuted his own application, to limit his
allowed claims, this being based upon the fact that the
patentee was his own attorney. The author finds it diffi
cult to understand why that should make a difference for
in most every case the patentee is expressing himself
through his attorney whose statements are as effective to
bind him as are his own.
The Fourth Circuit appears to follow the rule laid
down in the Second Circuit. Thus in Denominational
Envelope Co. v. Duplex Envelope Co., 80 F (2d) 186
(C.C.A. 4), the question of infringement depended upon
claim construction. A valve mechanism was the heart of
the patent in suit and it appeared th at’ several of the
claims had been amended to secure their allowance. The
applicant’s solicitor accompanied such amendment with
8

a statement that the claims now were specific to rotary
valve means. One of the claims in suit was not limited
to the rotary valve and the defendants were endeavoring
to limit the granted claims by the solicitor’s arguments in
the Patent Office. The court refused to consider such
arguments in determining the scope of the involved
claims and said:
But the claim in suit does not limit the construction to a
rotary valve, and the statement of the solicitor in the course of
the Patent Office proceeding to this effect may not be carried
into the claims allowed. * * * it is the language of the claim,
and not the argument of patent counsel which controls.

Thus the court found the claims to be infringed.
Summarizing the numerous decisions in the Second and
Fourth Circuits on the use of solicitors’ arguments in
claim construction, it appears that such arguments have
no limiting effect on the language of the claims in the
courts of these circuits and that they have a looser defi
nition of estoppel than the Supreme Court as defined in
the G-oodyear case.
A different rule is found to exist in the First Circuit.
In AeolianSkinner Organ Compomy v. Shepard Broad
casting Service, 81 F (2d) 392 (C.C.A. 1), the Circuit
Court of Appeals thoroughly discussed the solicitor’s
argument in the Patent Office which resulted in allowance
of the involved claims, and stated that the district judge
was of the opinion that this language estopped the pat
entee from claiming a certain construction of his patent,
and definitely found that the question before it was
whether the language used in argument by the solicitor
operated to cut down the scope of the patentee’s inven
tion. In deciding this question the court stated, referring
to the argument:
It was used, not to distinguish the Marks’ console room from
other console rooms, but to emphasize the nature of the for
ward step which he claimed to have taken.

Then the court went on to find that such arguments did
9

not limit the claims, apparently basing its reasoning upon
the fact that the arguments were not used to differentiate
the instant invention over cited references, and inferred
that it thought that solicitor’s arguments generally con
stituted estoppel.
The foregoing inferred view of the law is definitely
stated by the F irst Circuit Court of Appeals in Gottschalk Manufacturing Company v. Springfield Wire <&
Tinsel Company, 74 F (2d) 583 (C.C.A. 1), which dis
cusses the history of claims in the Patent Office and then
states:
A patentee will not be permitted to repudiate a construction
which he has placed upon a claim in a communication with
the Patent Office in order to obtain the allowance of it.

The court found the rule did not apply to statements
made to show that a reissue was necessary and there
fore did not limit the patent whereby it found the patent
to be infringed. In other recent cases, First Circuit
Courts have gone into the solicitor’s arguments to deter
mine the scope of claims.
The Third Circuit seems to be in substantial con
formity with the holdings on this point in the First Cir
cuit. Thus in Freeman Electric Co. v. Weher Electric
Co., 262 Fed. 769 (C.C.A. 3) the court was determining
the scope of claims in an infringement suit. The claims
had been rejected on certain references and then the ap
plicant amended his application and filed with the
amendment remarks differentiating his device from the
references and also indicating his understanding of a
“ telescopic movement.” The opinion does not definitely
state that the foregoing amendment was to the claims
although such is a logical meaning to give thereto. The
court found that the presence or absence of infringe
ment depended particularly upon the words “ when tele
scopically applied” in the claims and said that to con
strue these words resort may be had to the file wrapper.
Later the court cited applicant’s remarks by which he
differentiated his device from the references and also
10

used the apphcant’s (plaintiff’s) remarks in the Patent
Office against him in construing the patent in suit. Then
the court found the claims were not infringed, saving
(page 773):
even assuming that the words ‘when telescopically apphed are susceptible of a construction sufficiently broad to include the bayonet joint locking movement, the remarks, filed
in the Patent Office by the patentee or on his behalf, distin
guishing the Weber locking movement from that of Kenney
disclose that either Weber always intended and understood
that these words should bear their usual meaning, and thus
^clude the Kenney movement, or under stress of the Patent
Office rejection he elected,to so restrict their meaning In
either event the result is the same, namely, that having thus
hmited his claims to exclude the bayonet joint movement of
Kenney, he is not now entitled, through the aid of the doctrine
of equivalents or otherwise, to a construction that would em
brace it.

The case of Ladd v. Walker, 7 F (2d) 72 (C.C.A. 3) is
also of interest. This ease involved the question of inter
pretation of claims in view of their file history when the
claims had been rewritten several times and their allow
ance finally secured upon appeal only after certain
amendments, mainly comprising a statement that the fuel
was fed into the fuel box ^‘at a point remote from the
first set or bank of tubes,” were added to the claims. The
patentee secured this construction by use of a high arch
firebox. It appeared that the references upon which the
claims had been rejected showed a high arch construc
tion similar to the patentee’s and that in the,patentee’s
arguments before the Patent Office he merely stressed ad
vantages and benefits incident to his high arch combus
tion chamber in his efforts to obtain allowance of his
claims. He also contended that the construction of one
reference was inefficient, but at the same time substan
tially admitted that another reference showed a construc11

tion quite similar to his. Then the court said, relative to
the applicant’s arguments and statements in the file
wrapper (page 76):
With these repeated admissions of the Milne and Edgar dis
closures and attempted avoidances thereof, Ritts is estopped
from now claiming novelty in a high arch construction.

late court taking the same view of plaintiff’s Patent
Office arguments as had the lower court.
However, some uncertainty possibly exists as to the
Third Circuit rule for in the case of Beppe v. General
Motors Corp., 15 P (2d) 419 (D.C.,D.N.J.) the court re
fused to estop the plaintiff by his statements in the
Patent Office. This infringement suit involved a method
of preparing an explosive mixture for combustion and in
the Patent Office the plaintiff’s solicitor had made cer
tain statements as to the temperature to which the gases
were to be heated in preparing them for combustion.
The defendants attempted to limit the plaintiff’s process
to the temperatures cited by plaintiff’s solicitor and
mainly relied upon the file wrapper as a basis for such
contention. I t appeared that such temperatures were so
high as to be out of reason and put the patents in suit
beyond the possibility of successful operation. The
court found that such statements by plaintiff’s solicitors
were contrary to plaintiff’s general conception of his in
vention and said (page 433):

The court found that the claims were not infringed and
thought that the patentee’s construction possessed cer
tain limitations not found in the alleged infringing fur
naces.
Another interesting case is that of General Chemical
Co. V. Aluminum Co. of America, 11 F (2d) 810 (D. C.,
W. D. Pa.) This was an infringement suit in which the
scope of certain claims, which has been rejected several
times and then rewritten in order to secure their allow
ance, was before the court. The applicant had inserted
substantially the statement “ continuously breaking up
the entire mass of the reacting material during the reac
tion thereof,” or the equivalent, in order to secure allow
ance of the rejected claims. Together with the rewritten
claims, the applicant submitted certain arguments for the
patentability of the claims. These brought out that it was
the particular method of agitation involved on which the
invention resided and also said that his result could be
secured by no other type of agitation. The defendant
used a different type of agitator than stated to be neces
sary by plaintiff in his argument, but it resulted in the
same product as the plaintiff’s. Then the court limited
the meaning of plaintiff’s term “ continuously breaking
up the entire mass of the reacting materials” to the
meaning he had given thereto in the Patent Office and
found no infringement of the claims. In the Circuit
Court of Appeals, this case was affirmed with the appel-

Then the court found the patents to be infringed. In the
appellate court the point of estoppel by file wrapper state
ments was not involved for the court found that defend
ant’s process omitted certain features of plaintiff’s pat
ent. The doctrine that statement^ in the Patent Office
create no estoppeh is also set out in the early case of
Boyer v. Keller Tool Co., 127 Fed. 130 (C.C.A. 3).
The Fifth Circuit seems to foUow the viewpoint of the
First and Third Circuits on estoppel by file wrapper
statements. In Aleograph Co. v. Electrical Research
Products, 55 F (2d) 106 (C.C.A. 5) the question of in-
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I am unable to agree with the defendant that any estoppel has
arisen by reason of the arguments of the patent solicitor. '

fringement hinged npon claim construction. It appeared
that allowance of the claims had been obtained by amend
ing the claims sUghtly, which amendment was accom
panied by applicant’s statement as to the functioning of
his apparatus and also certain differences between his ap
paratus and that shown in the references. Then the court
went on to find that applicant’s statements had restricted
the scope and meaning intended to be given the language
used in the claim and evidences the absence of any inten
tion, on the applicant’s part, to cover a means function
ing in a different manner from that which he has given
to his own apparatus. Then the court found the claim
was not infringed for defendant’s apparatus contained
no such means as the plaintiff had limited himself to
while in the Patent Office.
The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals also appears to
go to the patent’s file wrapper to actually determine the
scope of claims. Thus in Qmck Action Ignition Co. v.
Maytag, 39 P (2d) 595, (C.C.A. 8), that court thoroughly
went into the solicitor’s arguments and the .Patent Office
proceedings to determine the scope of claims which had
been amended but whose allowance was due largely to the
solicitor’s arguments. The court found the claims not in
fringed, stating:
The above proceedings in the Patent Office convince that
this patent was allowed and accepted only upon th^e conclusion
that an essential element of novelty in the combination Was
the overhanging armature core * *
To a combination with
that element so limited the patentee is therefore bound.

Similarly, in Automatic Appliamce Co. v. McNiece Mo
tor Co., 20 F (2d) 578, (C.C.A. 8), the Eighth Circuit
Court of Appeals went to the arguments and explanutions in the file wrapper to determine the construction of
the involved claims.
14

From the foregoing and other cases it is thought that
the First, Third, Fifth and Eighth Circuits generally
hold that a patentee is bound by the arguments made in
order to secure the patent. This appears to be in direct
conflict with the rule in the Second and Fourth Circuits
and also to be a more strict application of estoppel than
is found in the Supreme Court.
Turning now to the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals,
one finds that it recently took yet another view of the law,
and one which might be said to be superior to any other
doctrine on this subject. In Barrel Fitting S Seal Cor
poration V. American Flange Manufacturing Company,
74 F (2d) 569 (C.C.A. 7), this court discussed the solici
tor’s arguments in the Patent Office, which arguments
gained the allowance of the involved claims, and found
that the applicant had expressed the true scope of the
claims in order to gain their allowance. In the suit, the
patentee was contending for a more liberal construction
of the language of the claims than he had given them in
the Patent Office. In deciding the scope of the claims, the
court said:
The inventor is entitled to as broad a construction of his
claims as his invention warrants unless, of course, he has
waived part of it by failing to claim it. Nor should he be un
duly restricted by positions taken by his counsel in the Patent
Office. Distinctions are made and limitations are sometimes
placed on language of claims by applicant’s counsel which are
somewhat inaccurate or made to meet a precise prior-art cita
tion, and without much thought as to their hffect on other
structures designed to avoid infringement. We should there
fore be careful and avoid such construction of the claims as
will defeat the real discovery which the inventor is contribut
ing to the art.

The only difficulty with this doctrine is that the judge
may have little familiarity with patent law and might
arrive at imwarranted constructions of claims.
15

However, the rule in the Seventh Circuit can hardly be
said to be settled for the Seventh Circuit Court of Ap
peals said in the earlier case of McCormick Waterproof
Portland Cement Co. v. Medusa Concrete Waterproof
ing Co., 222 Fed. 288 (C.C.A. 7):
We perceive no limitation or disclaimer in the file wrapper.
Arguments and explanations * * * are not to be so construed.

On the other hand, later in Stubbing Truck Co. v. Olson,
291 Fed. 63, (C.C.A. 7), the Seventh Circuit Court of Ap
peals went to the solicitor’s Patent Office arguments and
even to his advertisements regarding his invention to
construe the claims, and definitely limited the allowed
P.1 aims by the patentee’s construction of his invention.
The foregoing three Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals’
decisions indicate the confusion existing on the question
of admission of solicitors’ arguments; in these cases this
court has blown hot, cold and lukewarm on the same ques
tion and it is doubtful whether the recent case will be fol
lowed when this question next arises. Of especial inter
est is the fact that none of these opinions discusses, or
even mentions, the others in reaching its conclusions.
Seemingly, the rule in the Ninth Circuit Courts is that
defined by the Supreme Court in Goodyear v. Davis.
Thus in Fullerton v, Anderson, 166 Fed. 443, (C.C.A. 9),
the foregoing Supreme Court case was cited with ap
proval by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, the court
stating:

though he had there brought out certain features of his
invention; he had again contended such features were
patentable on appeal, whereby he secured his patent.
This case has been cited on many occasions and appears
to define the law in this Circuit on this point. The solici
tors’ arguments were considered by a Ninth Circuit Dis
trict Court in Greewwalt v. American Smelting Co., 3 F
(2d) 658 (D.C., D. Montana), where the patentee had
construed his general and ambiguous claims in a certain
manner in order to secure their allowance. In deciding
the construction of the claims the court said:
That construction, accepted by the grantor of the patent, is
now conclusive upon plaintiff.

It seems that the rule is not always followed in the
Ninth Circuit and in this connection attention is called to
Lectophone Corp. v. Bola Co., 27 F (2d) 758 (D.C., N.D.
Cal. S.D.), where a similar question was before a district
court of the Ninth Circuit. In this instance where the
patentee had represented, insisted, and demonstrated the
necessity of a certain feature of his invention in order to
secure its allowance, the court said (p. 760):
Representations in these circumstances, made to secure pat
ents, narrow the grants, operate as disclaimers and limitations,
and as such are to be given effect. Made then, they cannot be
repudiated now.

Here applicant had been rejected in the Patent Office even

The Appellate Court reversed this decision on the ground
that the arguments only referred to certain claims and
therefore did not limit all of the claims but did not indi
cate that the lower court was wrong in limiting the claims
by the Patent Office arguments.
Investigating the Sixth Circuit rule, we find the case of
Byers Machinery Co. v. Keystone Driller Co., 44 F (2d)
283 (C.C.A. 6) to be of interest. Defendants attempted
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* * * it is clear that the claims of the patent, unambiguous as
they are, are to be interpreted according to the meaning of
their own terms, and are not to be controlled or limited by any
argument or representation made in the Patent Office * * * as
to the scope of the invention.

to use the solicitors’ arguments to limit the claim of the
patent to a specific construction and the court said in
relation to th is:
We see no reason for imposing any such limitations on that
claim as are now insisted upon. The solicitor’s arguments of
themselves set up no estoppel.

The court went on to find that the invention was a pioneer
one and the patent entitled to a broad construction.
This rule is also stated in Parker Bust Proof Co. v.
Ford Motor Co., 6 F (2d) 649, (D.C., Mich. S.D.), which
states:
I have no doubt whatever but what this patent is valid and
is a pioneer patent. It would be unjust to hold otherwise
simply because an attorney made an ill-advised argument
while the application for the patent in suit was before the
Patent Office. The original claims were retained, and there is
a serious 'question among the experts in this case whether a
solution of glacial phosphoric acid does not produce a coating
of meta-phosphates on iron before the meta acid is converted
into ortho. However, the cases are in accord that such an
argument has no effect upon the scope of the claims. (Citing
cases.)

The Sixth Circuit Courts generally will go to the argu
ments where ambiguous claims are involved. This is
derived from its opinion in Wood v. Peerless Motor Car
Corp., 75 F (2d) 554 (C.C.A. 6), which states that the
claims as drafted, in the absence of ambiguity, measure
the invention, and from its opinion in Waukesha Motor
Co. V. Willys-Overkmd, 77 F (2d) 906 (C.C.A. 6), where
the court definitely went to solicitors’ argument to con
strue ambiguous claims, and, being recent cases express
ing the consensus of this court’s view-point, can be said
to be the prevailing rule. This is substantially the rule
of the Supreme Court.
The rule in the Sixth Circuit may be said to be uncer18
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holds that the patentee is limited by his counsel’s argu
ments in the Patent Office saying that no patent would
have been granted if such a limited construction had not
been placed upon the invention at that time. This point
was not involved in the appellate court.
-BowZey Co. V. Columbus Pharmacal Co.,
m I^d. 127 (C.C.A. 6), is of interest as it also deals with
the effect of the construction placed upon the claims when
in the Patent Office. Here the Examiner asked what cerain language in the claims meant and the patentee’s soli
citor replied giving it a broad construction. Thereafter
the claims were allowed and in the instant suit were given
the broad construction placed upon the claims when in
the Patent Office.
Thus the Courts in the Sixth, Seventh and Ninth Circmts, as a general rule, indicate that they will construe
ambiguous claims by the arguments used to obtain their
allowance and will confirm the construction of claims by
the file wrapper. This substantially follows the Supreme
Court’s rule and thereby differs from the rules found to
exist in the other two groups of circuits.
It is interesting to note that these conflicting decisions
rarely refer to each other and this is true, as a general
rule, even though the conflicting opinions exist in the
same circuit.
Prom these various cases it is evident that courts must
have considerably different view-points as to what com
prises estoppel. In some circuits the appHcant may say
. anything, through his solicitor, that he desires in order
to secure a patent. Then the patent is to be accepted at
its face value and the prior negotiations therefor are to
be forgotten, contrary to the rules applicable to ordinary

contracts. Thus the public’s rights may be impaired, for
the patentee is frequently able to enlarge his patent after
he receives it fropi the Patent Office since many courts
will not look into the prior negotiations therefor. Fortu
nately, other courts sometimes go into these negotiations
and still others hold the patentee to a strict definition of
estoppel.
In conclusion, the law as to estoppel where the patentee
has amended, or otherwise narrowed his claims to secure
their allowance, is thought to be well settled, namely to
the effect that the patentee can not claim a construction
for the claims that would make them equivalent to what
was refused him by the Patent Office, or shown by the
prior art.
However, it can be seen that a wide variety of deci
sions would be reached upon a given patent if suit were
brought in the courts of the various circuits and the ques
tion of claim construction in view of Patent Office pro
ceedings were involved. In the Second and Fourth Cir
cuits substantially no attention would be paid to the
Patent Office proceedings other than to see if limitations
were added to the claims in order to secure their allow
ance.
A substantially different conclusion might very prob
ably be reached in the First, Third, Fifth and Eighth
Circuit Courts which would apparently construe the
f>1fliTns in conformity with the consfeeuction placed thereon
by the patentee before the Patent Office.
■ A view-point which might be different from that of
either, or both, of the above groups of courts would prob
ably be reached in the Sixth, Seventh and Ninth Circuits.
These courts seem to refer to the file wrapper and argu
ments therein only when the claims appear to be ambigu20

ous or where the true scope of applicant’s invention can
not be otherwise obtained.
However, this much is certain, and that is that the
courts should be in conformity on this important point of
patent law, for a holding of infringement or non-infringe
ment is often directly dependent thereupon. This is be
cause, as will readily be seen, substantially different
results would be secured by application of these various
rules regarding use of patentee’s Patent Office arguments
in construing the claims of a patent. At the present time,
when a patent attorney is asked his opinion as to the
scope of claims granted upon Patent Office arguments,
before he can answer such a question he should ask, “ In
what circuit is suit to be brought?”

